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T

he vital role of logistics and
its decarbonisation in the

is undisputed. Yet there are still
concerns that environmental improvements might impair the eco-

A new study by the Center for
Sustainable Logistics and Supply
University, in cooperation with
the European Freight & Logistics
Leaders’ Forum, clearly shows
that environmental and economand often well aligned. The responses that we received from a
large group of senior executives
sustainability projects by leading
companies also yield economic

This article is the start of a short
series that will be explaining
why the time for logistics to become sustainable is right now.
Some logistics managers still perceive climate change as a longer
term problem that can be left to
future generations to deal with.
On the contrary, the longer we
leave it the harder it will become
to get logistics onto a path to zero
emissions, as required by an increasing number of governments
around the world.
IT IS TIME TO ACT

many respects. The coronavirus
crisis has been particularly challenging for the logistics industry,
forcing it to change and adapt at a
rapid pace. Pressure has also been

mounting to meet longer term
climate change goals. Logistical activities account for roughly
and—by common consent—will
very heavy dependence on fossil
fuels and high forecast growth
rate. In addition, arguments for
environmentally-friendly
policies are sometimes ignored or
sidelined because of fears they

This is now changing. In recent
years, there has been a stepchange in the commitment of
governments and businesses to

drive down greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
This made it a good time to assess
the extent to which logistics and
supply chain managers are con-

To do so, we conducted an online
survey which secured the partives involved in the management
of European logistics systems,
over half them working for businesses with turnovers in excess of
for a series of case studies from

countries have committed to beearlier, while the EU Green Deal
carbon-neutral

continent

by

advantage’ in being at the leading
edge of environmental action are
now joining a broadly-based cor-

companies now aiming to be netthe business world is seriously

DOWNLOAD
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hne + Nagel, P&G, and Tata Steel.

-

Our report is available online at
ht t ps://w w w.european f reightleaders.eu/bfb-temperature/
DISTINGUISHING THE SUSTAINABLE LOGISTICS LEADERS
Using the survey data, we identibased on two criteria: their progress in establishing a sustainable logistics strategy and the setting of absolute carbon reduction
targets for their logistical activities.
These ‘leaders’ represented just
and might currently be regarded
as ‘best practice’ in sustainable
logistics. Among those companies
considered to be ‘leaders’, momentum to decarbonise is strongly

building, though more at a corporate level than within the logistics
function. At the other end of the
do not currently measure their
logistics emissions and a third
have yet to set targets for reducing them.
CORONAVIRUS HAVING
LITTLE OR NO IMPACT ON
DECARBONISATION PLANS

gestions by participants. They
have the advantage that they can
be relatively quick and cheap to
implement.
Rather surprisingly, increasing

category, indicated that the recovery of their businesses from the
pandemic would either have no

operations was ranked rather
low despite the fact that measures
such as driver training and the

on their logistics decarbonisa-

are proven to have low carbon
mitigation costs and short payback periods.

companies are now taking to increase the resilience of their supply chains may also improve their
environmental sustainability.
STILL ‘LOW HANGING FRUIT’
TO BE HARVESTED

…the three most
ways of cutting
carbon were:
shifting freight
to cleaner
transport
modes,
improving
vehicle loading
and switching
to alternative
energy.

ing fruit? In our survey, the three
ting carbon were: shifting freight
to cleaner transport modes, improving vehicle loading and
switching to alternative energy.

at least some of their carbon-reducing measures saved money
more of these measures also cut
costs. Among the group of leading companies the latter proportherefore provides empirical evidence that in the management of
logistics operations environmental and commercial objectives are
quite closely aligned, giving companies a substantial amount of
‘low hanging fruit’ to exploit.
MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
WAYS OF DECARBONIZING
LOGISTICS
So what do the company executives consider to be the low hang-

The decarbonisation of warehousing was ranked 4th place by the
participants. It typically accounts
gistics emissions though it should
be easier to decarbonize than
many freight transport operathe declining carbon intensity of
electricity and in many cases offer good potential for on-site generation of renewable electricity
using solar panels and/or windof carbon-negative warehousing
nies’ freight transport operations
and thereby helping logistics systems as a whole to reach net zero.
DIGITALIZATION AND
COLLABORATION—
POTENTIAL GAME CHANGERS
Three-quarters of the respondleading group, reckoned that digitalisation will have a transforma-
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tional impact on logistics over the
range of IT developments subsumed under the general heading
of digitalization, those most likely
to promote decarbonisation were
considered to be: improvements
to supply chain visibility, advances in transport management
systems, innovations in vehicle
routeing and the use of online logistics platforms. 3D printing, on
the other hand, was expected to
have only a minor impact over the

There is a widely-held view that
for logistics to reach net-zero
emissions companies will have
to be much more willing to share
their assets. The survey revealed
level of supply chain collaboration, though relatively little of
it between competing business,
what we call ‘horizontal collaborange of barriers to further collaboration including competition,
management culture, lack of visibility and concerns about data
privacy and possibly breaching

competition law.
ENCOURAGING, BUT CAN DO
BETTER
Around a third of the companies
appear to be making good progress
in developing and implementing
sustainable logistics strategies
and setting a good example to
others. The providers of logistics
services are better represented
in this best-practice group than
the shippers using these services.
While shippers may feel that they
decarbonisation when they outsource their logistics, they should
not under-estimate the importance of freight procurement processes in incentivizing carriers to
cut emissions. Overall, between a
quarter and a third of businesses
surveyed are at an early stage in
logistics decarbonisation, some
of them neither measuring their
logistics emissions nor setting targets for cutting them. They risk
losing business as environmental
performance becomes a more imin logistics markets.
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organisations.

